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About This Game

1998. HALF-LIFE sends a shock through the game industry with its combination of pounding action and continuous, immersive
storytelling. Valve's debut title wins more than 50 game-of-the-year awards on its way to being named "Best PC Game Ever" by

PC Gamer, and launches a franchise with more than eight million retail units sold worldwide.

NOW. By taking the suspense, challenge and visceral charge of the original, and adding startling new realism and
responsiveness, Half-Life 2 opens the door to a world where the player's presence affects everything around him, from the

physical environment to the behaviors even the emotions of both friends and enemies.

The player again picks up the crowbar of research scientist Gordon Freeman, who finds himself on an alien-infested Earth being
picked to the bone, its resources depleted, its populace dwindling. Freeman is thrust into the unenviable role of rescuing the

world from the wrong he unleashed back at Black Mesa. And a lot of people he cares about are counting on him.

The intense, real-time gameplay of Half-Life 2 is made possible only by Source®, Valve's new proprietary engine technology.
Source provides major enhancements in:

Characters: Advanced facial animation system delivers the most sophisticated in-game characters ever seen. With 40
distinct facial "muscles," human characters convey the full array of human emotion, and respond to the player with
fluidity and intelligence.
Physics: From pebbles to water to 2-ton trucks respond as expected, as they obey the laws of mass, friction, gravity, and
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buoyancy.
Graphics: Source's shader-based renderer, like the one used at Pixar to create movies such as Toy Story® and Monster's,
Inc.®, creates the most beautiful and realistic environments ever seen in a video game.
AI: Neither friends nor enemies charge blindly into the fray. They can assess threats, navigate tricky terrain, and fashion
weapons from whatever is at hand.
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Ten thumbs up. You'll certainly need them all. Best game I've ever found via following steams suggestions and reviews that were
"positive". Personally I'd say it was "overwhelmingly positive". Awe-striking complexity. Loved everything about it, especially
how music and movement drives the whole mission. Also fun to have to figure out everything for yourself throught the whole
game. Beautiful graphics even my laptop could run. Ever since dowloading, I've either been playing this game or searching
steam for a way to find alike games. 10\/10!. help please i want to listen to the soundtrack so i bought it but it doesnt show up in
steam library. This isn't easy DLC.
If you think your party has what it takes to beat it, give this a try.

. This is the closest I've ever got to crying over a visual novel ever! The character development is great and the CGs are often
and beautiful. I couldn't believe the finale, it hit me hard, and the characters speak with humour and about relatable topics. I
100% recommend this.

(Btw it's a kinetic vn so you don't make any choices, it's like reading a picture book - until the second and third play throughs,
where you make one choice at the start. There are 2 different endings but one contains an extra after the credits and has more
dialogue than previously throughout.). This game made me forget about my recent ex, so yeah go ahead and buy this awesome
piece!. Classic tower defense game. The graphics are perfectly done. The tower defense is straightforward - nothing new here.

The twist is at certain levels and non-campaign games you have the opportunity to attack as well as defend. Unfortunately the
economy part of this doesn't seem all that well thought out. I found it most productive to ignore upgrading my attacks and
instead spend money on defense. Maybe I don't understand it well enough.. Dreadful. I've seen alpha demos that are built better
than this. Typos in menu screens, poor quality gameplay (ran out of matches within the first 5 mins and couldn't discover how to
continue) and a dreadfully rendered intro sequence. If I'd paid any more than 99p for this game I'd have been really annoyed..
Awesome game and you can play dlcs with your freinds if you don't have them so hats off to the devs for that. It plays like l4d2
but better. The way the characters move is very realistic (small but immersive) and it's warhammer so everything is awesome
about the world. Also it's better to play it with freinds, You don't need 3 others but the more the marrier.
In conclusion 9\/10 for a L4D2 style melee game. Okay, I'm a big fun of roguelike games and mechs and this game seemed
right down my alley initially. However, there's one thing I detest more than anything else and that is poor game design. You see,
this game emulates rogulike experience, like you go there, you fight, you die. Like all rougelike games it gives you the rush, you
want to get better to beat it. But the problem is that there's no point of getting better, as there's a reliable sequence of steps that
will bring you to victory. To achieve this you have to avoid the missions that will get you killed that were put there by the
developers to emulate the roguelike experience. When there's no point of getting better at the game, and half the missions being
deathtraps you realize that you've been fooled and there's nothing more to this game than visual aesthetics.. I am not much for
writing reviews on games, but the developers just launchend a huge update adding more content and fixing bugs that people
were having trouble with before. They have listen'd to the feedback they got on reddit and here on steam. Not every first game
launches can be a big success.

There is not alot of content in this game, hence the price. I have played just over an hour and had my fair bit of fun, for that
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small price I would say it's worth it.

There is a bit of a learning curve to get the bullets flying where you want them to go, but after a while of playing you'll get the
hang of it, making the whole experience quite fun.

Final word: The game is not expensive and totally worth the price, atleast in the state it's in now! :)
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I bought this because I watched the Yogscast play this and I was immediately entranced. Then this game is just empty and
buggy. Progress is slow and dull. Monsters are just a nuisance that gets in the way.. RTX remastered inc yaay !!!. This DLC has
greatly improved my experience playing CK2. I just got through my third playthrough of looking at mongols for 700 years, and
it has definitely been the most exciting yet. 10\/10. This game is a fun simulation of the decline of the USSR that balances the
complexity of geopolitics and the fun of shaping the world to make an enjoyable, yet imperfect experience. The gameplay
revolves around managing the spending of the USSR, maintaining international diplomatic relations, and gently stepping through
domestic policy. This means you'll have to lose a few times before you start to get the hang of the game. The main flaws of the
game, however, are the poor job done to explain what everything does (you won't figure out what funding something does until
someone gets mad at you for cutting their pay) and the English translation, which is somewhat sloppy at times. At $4.99 it's
worth the buy but on sale it's especially worth picking up.. I'm going to start this review off by going as far as to claim that I
enjoyed this title even more than I have Key's critically acclaimed titles (CLANNAD and Planetarian). I'm not claiming this is
the best story I've ever read or the greatest VN of all time, but for me it is up there.

Empty Horizons is a rather short Visual Novel in the sense that you might finish it within a few hours (it took me a little bit over
two to finish the first route, but I am a rather quick reader). I'd say the term kinetic novel is more fitting than visual novel,
honestly, as there are two choices that you get access to after completing the game once. What I have stated may be a bit of a
deterrent to those that want a choice laden or lengthy game, so I counter by saying that the game has a story that I found to be
masterfully crafted and despite reading everything in nearly four hours - I skipped repeat text \u2013 I've spent far longer with
the story because my brain keeps cycling through it three days later; the story has had a lasting effect on me and is one that I will
likely remember for the rest of my (hopefully) long life.

In addition to the story, the VN comes with the following extras: a CG Gallery, Bonus Art, a Music Box, and Notes from the
author (notes that I found really insightful and enjoyable). On the subject of what the game contains, it does not contain voice
acting, but I regard that as a plus because it would have cut over the game's excellent soundtrack. I wasn't a fan of the artwork in
the beginning, but it quickly grew on me, so if you aren't wild about the look, maybe it'll grow on you over time?

I want to leave a longer review, but I am unsure how to do so without spoiling anything and the author's description of the game
says all that can really be said on it without spoiling. As an individual that loves to read nearly everything I can get my hands on,
I cannot recommend Empty Horizons enough.

If you are still unsure then maybe wait until the Ebi-Hime Bundle or Empty Horizons goes on sale and pick this game up either
alone or with some of Ebi-Hime's other Visual Novels.. This is a really great choose your own adventure.

Real flaws exist though. For example, sevaral times in my first playthrough there have been options which have nothing to do
with what I've chosen and the path my character is on. They are sort-of spoilers, because I can see how other choices could have
gotten to these outcomes, but I basically learn new (spoiler for different path) information from the possible choices I have,
which is nonsense. Choosing these options (when I don't necessarily even know what they're talking about) seems to have decent
outcomes as well. This also means that I'm now on a path that has nothing to do with decisions I've made previously.

The thing is... I still recommend this game if you like choose your own adventure. It really has some depth, but that is betrayed
by the (very few but very obvious) flaws. It really is better than most of the games of this type that I've played.. Halloween
themed mission and costumes just three weeks after the release? Great job Trendy and thank you! This DLC is totally worth it
:). HIGHLY RECOMMEND Rating 9\/10 (Adult Content, Epic Story, Great Battle Mechanics)

This is another excellent RPG Maker game that I recommend, except that this game has unique adult content. This game also
have a very interesting and epic storyline and great battle mechanics which I will explain below.

1. Adult Content
The steam version of this game is the "sanitized" version, where the naughty bits are all censored. However, you can download a
patch that will remove the censorship so you can watch the game in its intended form. So, the user can decide to have either the
censored or the uncensored version of the game. The story is also interspersed with explicit description of erotic scenes.

2. Epic Storyline
This game actually has an excellent and epic storyline and not does not just focus on petty banality. The content deals with racial
inequalities (creatures with wings dominate those without wings), social injustices, political intrigues (different factions trying to
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hurt each other) and lots of betrayal and falsehood.

The protoganist in this game is actually a poor single mom trying to make ends meet. She is a academic historian doing research
on ancient ruins as a full time job. She also has a side job as a "lady of the night" trying to make money to support her daughter.
So, as expected, money is very hard to get in this game. Grinding give you limited money because only humanoid enemies drop
them, and the other monsters only give you XP. You have to be very selective in what you buy in this game.

3. Great Game Mechanics.
This game has a very interesting game mechanics. As you level up, your maximum Skill Points will increase. You are free to
select various skills for each character, as long as the total number of skill points are less than your maximum skill point for that
level. Now, you learn skills mainly from equiping and using gears (armors and weapons) for some duration of time. Since
money is hard to come by, you are free to circulate the same piece of armor to different team members so that they can learn
the skills from that piece of armor. For example "Armor of Shadow" will give you the ability to Counterstrike with Critical Hits.
Some gears will also give you passive abilites like HP (level 1-5), MP, Strenght, etc. So, in this game, you are free to strategize
and decide on what skills to pick, based on a very limited amount of skill points.

I enjoyed this game very much, and had a great time with both the eroticism, the great storyline and the battle mechanics..
Bought this as a teaching aide. It kinda sucks. it has nice computer animation of the 9 planets as well as like 5 moons total. SO it
was a bit of a let down not having all our moons in the solar system as well as no asteroid belt. and all the info is written on the
side and isnt kid friendly at all. Sadly this game is INCOMPLETE as it is. Its not user friendly and will hold the classes attention
for 15 minutes tops.

If i had to do over again i would have saved 50 cents. not worth. So incomplete and and minimal content that would actually be
useful to a student. MEH. The best reason to describe how I felt while playing this is that I was more addicted than I was having
fun. The many progression loops are really great, but the micromanaging of all of the factories and the lackluster combat
combined with some really easy puzzles (besides the weird galaxy rooms, which are more like riddles and I couldn't figure out a
single one) really just gets tedious after a while. With a game like this, which relies on an ever expanding factory of sorts, you
need increasing amounts of automation as the facotires begin to sprawl out, as well as increasing control over the environment or
it gets difficult to manage, and you just don't get any of that. So a lot of the factory placement and management parts have you
placing factories next to museums and quest objects that are long used up, each building making it harder and harder to get
around. It's not... Bad, but it is more addicting than it is fun.

If I were to make a suggestion, I'd either go further away from automation and revoke some of the automation in the game as
well as lower prices on items (to encourage more foraging and less idling) or increasing automation and get some inspiration
from Factorio or the like.
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